In 1967, Cook and Fischer introduced in the journal Mathematische Annalen the notion of a uniform convergence structure, abbreviated u.c.s., for a set X. Here we consider the class T of u.c.s. which have the following property: a u.c.s. /Gr provided there is a filter *£/ such that fj is finer than *(x) for every filter fF which converges to x, for each x(£X. Various properties of the class r are discussed. The main result is that a topology t for X is regular if and only if there is an /©T such that I induces t. Also it it is shown that each /GT induces a regular topology for X.
Introduction.
The reader is referred to [3] and [4] for definitions and notation used here.
Let A be any set. Denote by Y, the class of all uniform convergence structures, abbreviated u.c.s., for A with the following property: for each TEr there is a<£>ET such that rr(x) is the collection of all filters on A which are finer than <I>(x), for each xEA.
Various properties of the class V are discussed. The main result is that any topology for A is regular if and only if there is a u.c.s. in Y that induces the given topology.
Finally the u.c.s. for A which satisfy the completion axiom are discussed. The completion axiom was first introduced in [l]. Proof. From [2] , we must show that for A(x)E^(x), A =A~1E$, there is an TTE*(x) such that for each yETT, A(x)E$(y). Since $>2(x) converges to x, we have that<3?2(x) =$>(x). Hence there is a BE& such that B2ix)EAix). Let TT = 5(x)E$(x) and let yETT. We claim that Aix)DBiy)E$iy).
If zEBiy), then (y, z)EB. Since yEBix), then (x, y)EB and it follows that (x, z)EB2 or zE52(x)E^(x). [June Hence the claim follows and thus ti is a topology for X. The proof of the following proposition is similar to that in [2] for uniform spaces and will be deleted here. Hence (x, y)£Cl(^4) and the claim follows. Therefore t/ is a regular topology.
Theorem. Let (A, r) be a topological space with r](x) denoting the neighborhood filter at xEX. Then r is regular iff there is an IET inducing T.
Proof. Let IET such that ti =t. Then by Proposition 3, t is regular. We claim that ( U i{z} X N.)\ u( U i{z} X A,)) ]"(*) C A.
LetyEL.H.S.,zo = x, zn = y, and A equal the set in brackets. Hence (z,_i, z/)EA for some ZiEX 7 = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n). By computation, one can show that ZiENi+i 7=7 2, • • • , n -1) and yECl(A")CA.
Therefore our claim follows and we have that 3>n(x) =r;(x) for each natural number n and each xEA. Thus ti=t. and induces r, then we want to show that T = 7. Let 4>iE7 be a symmetric filter such that r(x) is the collection of all filters on A which are finer than <£>i(x). We claim that tl^^i o3>i.
Let Ai = A/1E$i-Since ^i(x) X^4i(x)C^4i o ^4i for each xEA, we have that Uxex (Ai(x)XAi(x))Ec\t and is contained in AioAi.
Hence the claim follows and thus IEh- 
